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flux

flexible at every level
Flux is flexible, thoughtful office design 
from every angle, top-to-bottom.
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flux

a new angle on teamwork
Take a different approach to collaboration 
with 120-degree teaming stations, or 
choose modernized straight benching.
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flux

Tables adjust to various heights, privacy 
screens double as tackboards, and slat 
walls make a tidy place for accessories.
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flux

Pantry storage towers keep belongings 
within arms reach, while also providing 
extra brainstorming space with 
markerboard backs.
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features
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storage

pantry tower
suspended storage
dual-sided cabinet
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flux

personalized yet streamlined
Credenzas and towers rest on metal 
legs and provide both structure and 
privacy. Tackboards and accessories 
add personalization.
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flux

Lower credenzas delineate stations, 
while upper storage and side screens 
provide further privacy, with 
markerboards for notes.
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features

flux
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technology

power harness & wire tray
wire channel
removable access base



flux

minimal design, minimal distraction
End panels provide full-depth privacy on 
the sides, acrylic screens block distraction 
across the table, and movable dividers sit 
between stations. 
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flux

Runoff worksurfaces provide valuable 
worksurface space while movable 
privacy hoods encourage focused work.
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privacy

fixed privacy screen
privacy hood w/ tasklight
edge mount privacy screen
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raising the open plan standards
Cases provide a sturdy base and conceal 
the hardware of adjustable-height 
benching. 
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flux

Light scale H-frame adjustable-height 
benching with integrated wire 
management and monitor arms to 
make transitions seamless.
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flux

120-degree curves bring flow to a space in 
adjustable-height H-frame configurations, 
complete with privacy screens.
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features
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accessories

slat wall with accessories 
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storage finds its right place
With Flux lockers, storage is far from an 
afterthought. It’s built right into common 
workspace tables, individual workstations, 
and standalone pieces.
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Secure lockers and open shelves provide 
clean storage and act as a room divider.
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Lockers and open shelves can be configured 
to fit any space.  Common tops create 
common work tables. 
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Additional resources can be 
found at jsifurniture.com 
(click here!)
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